important. The connected, simply connected diagrams give a natural class limits worthy of study in its own right. These limits are precisely those constructible from fibred products (=infinite pullbacks). This is the content of Theorem 1. The paper is rounded out by Theorem 3 which gives an explicit description of the pullback completion of a category.
We would like to thank André Joyal, Max Kelly, and Richard Wood for helpful discussions about matters arising in this paper.
Categories with fibred products.
Let I be a small category. In this section we prove the following theorem. THEOREM 
I limits exist in any category with fibred products iff I is connected and simply connected
We first explain the various concepts involved. By fibred products we mean limits of (possibly infinite) diagrams of the form These are sometimes called (infinite) pullbacks but we reserve the term pullback for the case of two morphisms Ai A 2 • B
Fibred products correspond to products in slice categories. The intersection of a family of subobjects is a naturally occurring example of fibred product. The discrete category functor D : Set -* Cat has a left adjoint 7r 0 which associates to a category its set of connected components. I is said to be connected if 7ro(I) = 1. In concrete terms, I is connected if it is non-empty and any two objects /, /' can be connected by a finite path of morphisms, back and forth, /<-/l-/ 2 <-...-/n-l<-In^l'.
(*)
A basic property of 7TQ is that it preserves finite products.
A groupoid is a category in which all morphisms are invertible. The full inclusion Gpd -• Cat of groupoid into the category of categories has both left and right adjoints. The right adjoint is, Iso, the functor which takes the groupoid of isomorphisms of a category. The left adjoint takes a category I and formally adds inverses for every morphism. The resulting groupoid is denoted 7Ti(I) and is called the fundamental groupoid of I. The objects of 7Ti(I) are those of I and the morphisms are equivalence classes of words in morphisms and their inverses. Such a word may be represented by a path such as (*) above. Two paths are equivalent if one can be deformed into the other by a "homotopy", a notion we shall not spell out in detail, preferring to work with the universal property of 7Ti. We say that I is simply connected if 7ri(I) has at most one morphism between any two objects, i.e. is an equivalence relation. Thus the condition of our theorem, I connected and simply connected, means that 7Ti(I) is equivalent toi.
As an example, let E be the monoid with one idempotent element apart from the identity, considered as a one-object category. Since in a groupoid G the only idempotents are identities, any functor E -• G is constant, so 7ri(E) =1. Thus theorem 1 says that E limits exist, i.e. idempotents split, in any category with fibred products. We shall need this in our proof and in a slightly stronger form for theorem 2, so we give a direct proof. PROPOSITION 
Idempotents split in any caetgory with pullbacks.
Proof. Let A be a category with pullbacks and e : A -• A an idempotent. Now A jA still has pullbacks but also has a terminal object, so has all finite limits. Thus the idempotent splits in A/A, and applying the domain functor Z^ : A jA -• A, we get a splitting for e in A.
• As another illustration, let I be cofiltered, i.e. any finite diagram in I has a cone. Such an I is necessarily connected. A parallel pair /=>/' in TT\I is represented by two paths
+ h. . SO, in evaluating each word everything cancels except the end terms, i.e. both morphisms in 7TiI are
or, put another way, there is exactly one morphism / -• /'. Thus 7TiI ~ 1 (we use ~ to denote equivalence of categories and = for isomorphism). So theorem 1 asserts that conTtered limits exist in any category with fibred products. In fact we have the following.
PROPOSITION 2. A category has fibred products iff it has pullbacks and cofiltered limits.
Proof. The necessity is obvious in view of the above discussion (assuming theorem 1, of course).
The sufficiency follows by an application of the fact that an arbitrary product can be computed as the cofiltered limit of its finite subproducts and that fibred products are the same as products in slice categories.
•
Proof of necessity for theorem 1. Assume that I limits exist in any category with fibred products. Given a family of maps (f x : A x -> B) X<EX _1 . Since any morphism of 7Ti I is a composite of Qa's and (<2a) _1 's, it follows that any morphism / --> J in TT\1 is equal to (A7)(A/) -1 , i.e. there is exactly one morphism between any two objects of 7TiI.
n Because 7ril is somewhat difficult to describe explicitly, we approach the sufficiency of theorem 1 in a roundabout way. We first note that TT\ is easily described for categories with pullbacks. This is because the pullbacks can be used to shorten paths such as (*) to ones of length two, and at the same time to simplify "homotopies" between them.
Let J be a category with pullbacks. Recall [1] that a span from J to J' is a pair of morphisms in J. We denote this span by x^x* : / --> /'. A morphism of spans z : x'^x* -• y^y* is a commutative diagram This makes spans from J to J' into a category. On the other hand, we can compose spans using pullback
x PY-This makes Span(J) into a bicategory with the same objects as J. which can also be denoted y* with impunity. Uniqueness follows from the fact that for any span x'^x* : J -• J', there is a morphism of spans 6 : JC* -» (JC*JC*)X* induced by the diagonal into the pullback of x with itself. Thus, if F' exists, we must have
It is an easy matter to check that this does work. Let 7To* Span(J) be the category obtained by applying the functor 7To to each of the horn categories of Span(J). This is indeed a category as 7r 0 : Cat --> Set preserves finite products. The universal property of 7To, namely that it is left adjoint to the discrete category functor D : Set -> Cat, now tells us that any homomorphism F' : Span(J) -» G lifts to a unique functor F" : 7r 0 * Span(J) -• G (since G is locally discrete).
Thus 7To* Span(J) has the universal property of 7ri(J) once we notice that it is a groupoid. This follows from the fact that there are morphisms 
The above proposition can be understood conceptually as follows. We are trying to make J into a groupoid in a universal way. Instead of adding inverses directly to J, we first add a right adjoint for each morphism (subject to the Beck condition). This is the well-known construction Span(J). Every morphism of a groupoid has a right adjoint, its inverse, and the Beck condition is automatic, so we haven't done anything to J we don't ultimately want, except that now we have a bicategory. We now apply the 2-functor 7r 0 * : Bicat -» Cat which is the universal way of making a bicategory into a category. But now, in 7r 0 * Span(J), every morphism still has a right adjoint, i.e. a two-sided inverse, thus we've got our groupoid TT\ J. COROLLARY 
If J has pullbacks, then 7T\ J ^ 1 if and only if J is cofiltered.
Proof A category is cofiltered if it is connected, every diagram \ can be completed to a commutative square, and every parallel pair •=}• can be equalized. If TT\ J ~ , then J is connected, the pullbacks insure the second condition, and remark (1) shows that the third follows, so J is cofiltered.
On the other hand, the converse follows by the discussion preceding Proposition 2.
• Let us now return to a general I. Let FibP(I) be a completion of I with respect to fibred products. By this we understand a category with fibred products, and a functor H : I -+ FibP(I) which induces an equivalence between the category of fibred product preserving functors FibP(I) -> A and the functor category A 1 , for every category A with fibred products. Of course FibP(I) is not usually a small category. Its existence is proved in [10] . We shall give a concrete description of it in the last section. Proof. Strictly speaking the two TT\ of the statement are different: the first is as we have been using all along, for small categories, whereas the second is applied to a large category. It is easily seen, either by direct calculation or by referring to universes, that TT\ also exists for large categories and large groupoids, and when it is applied to a small category gives the one we have been using so far.
With this out of the way, note that not only does a groupoid have all fibred products but their universal property is automatic, i.e. provided the diagram commutes it is a fibred product. Thus any functor into a groupoid is fibred product preserving. •
Proof of sufficiency for theorem 1. Assume that 7ri(I) ^1. Then by the preceding proposition, 7Ti(FibP(I)) =1. We shall first show that FibP(I) is /c-cofiltered for any regular cardinal K (see [7] ).
We already know by the corollary to proposition 3 that it is cofiltered. Let (J a ) be a family of < « objects. Choose some object Jo. By filteredness we have a diagram ^a for each a. Now take the fibred product P ^ K a of the k a . Then P has a morphism, k'j)^ to each J a .
Next, lety'a, f a : Jo^Ja be a < « family of parallel pairs which we wish to equalize simultaneously. By filteredness, each pair can be equalized by some Ka -^ Jo-Now take the fibred product P -A K a of the k a . Then the morphism kaPa • P -+ Jo is independent of a and equalizes all pairs.
From the properties proved in the two preceding paragraphs it is easily seen that any small diagram in FibP(I) has a cone. Thus H : I -• FibP(I) has one, and by lemma 1, lFibP(i) has one too. Thus FibP(I) has an initial object as, by proposition 1, FibP(I) has split idempotents. The result follows by proposition 4. D
For those who would prefer to avoid the large category FibP(I) , as we do, we give the following results which may be of independent use.
Note that the proof of the sufficiency of theorem 1 only uses that FibP(I) is «-cofiltered for some infinite regular « greater than the cardinality of (the set of morphisms of) I, and to get this all that is needed about FibP(I) is that it have < «-fibred products, i.e. fibred products of diagrams of cardinality < «. So introduce FibP K (I) a completion of I with respect to < «-fibred products (see [10] ). It is small. Now, lemma 1, corollary 2, the sufficiency of proposition 4, and proposition 5 all work for FibP K (I) for any « with the same proofs. Then in the sufficiency proof of theorem 1, we get that FibP K (I) is «-filtered and the rest goes through if we take « > #1, the cardinality of I. Thus we avoid large categories and we get the following (not surprising) result. PROPOSITION 6 . Let « be an infinite regular cardinal > #1. I limits exist in any category with fibred products iff I limits exist in any category with < « -fibred products.
Categories with Fullbacks.
In this section we characterize those limits whose existence follows from that of pullbacks. THEOREM 
I limits exist in any category with pullbacks if and only if I is connected, simply connected and L-finite.
The concept of L-finiteness is intended to express the fact that, as far as limits are concerned, I can be thought of as finite. It was Max Kelly who suggested that the following definition might be appropriate for our purposes.
DEFINITION. Say that I is L-finite if 1 is finitely presentable in Set.
Recall from [2] or [7] that this means that the representable functor Set I (l,-): One easily sees that cones on TY' are the same as cones on T, for any T, so Y' is initial. Thus, I is L-finite. (Sufficiency) Let Pb(l) be a completion of I with respect to pullbacks, i.e. FibP^(I) in the notation of §2. Then, as discussed before proposition 6,1 limits exist in any category with pullbacks if and only if Pb(l) has an initial object. Furthermore 7T\(Pb(l)) ~ 7Ti(I) SO, as 7ri(I) ~1, SO is 7ri(P£(I)) and therefore by corollary 1, Pb(l) is cofiltered.
Since we are assuming that I is L-finite, we can find a finite category I 0 and an initial functor Y : Io -* I. Then, by cofilteredness Io-^I-^M>(D has a cone. By initiality, this gives a cone for H and so by the corresponding version of lemma 1, lpb(i) also has a cone. Since idempotents split in Pb(l) (proposition 1), it has an initial object.
• Examples. The categories || j^xQ and j^ ^j all have a fundamental
groupoid equivalent to Z, and so by theorem 2, their limits cannot be calculated using pullbacks alone.
On the other hand, the fundamental groupoid of the category • zzj -• -, with 7a = 7/3, is equivalent to 1. So limits of diagrams AonjAi -• A 2 with hf = hg can be calculated using pullbacks. But the limit of this diagram is exactly the equalizer of/ and g. This gives rise to the following curiosity. A category with pullbacks and coequalizers has equalizers. Another consequence is that if a category has a terminal object and pullbacks, then it of course has equalizers, but these equalizers will be preserved by any functor preserving pullbacks (not necessarily 1). Finally, we mention that everything in this section can be done for < n -fibred products for any infinite regular cardinal K. The translation is a straightforward matter of replacing the word finite by < K and inserting a K here and there.
Completions.
In this section we prove the following theorem, which we take as further evidence that the connected, simply connected limits are a natural class to consider. In order to save unnecessary dualities in the middle of proofs, we state our results for the fibred coproduct (resp. pushout) completion Joyal pointed out that the following result, which we learned from Richard Wood ten years ago, could be used to considerably simplify our proof of theorem 3. • Before giving the proof of theorem 3, we prove the following result which looks obvious and for which "proofs' that are 95% convincing are easily given but which is maddeningly difficult to prove, even for pushouts. PROPOSITION 9 . A fibred coproduct of groupoids equivalent to 1 is itself equivalent to 1.
Proof Let (G -+ G a ) be a family of groupoid homomorphisms with G ~1 and G a ~ 1 for all a, and let (G a -+ P) be the family of fibred coproduct injections. The property we shall use is that a groupoid is equivalent to if and only if the identity functor on it has a cone.
Choose A in G and let X = ¥«0^. Each *F a has a cone 7 a : X -• ¥« defined by l a B = *P a (!) : ^«I^A -» *F a 2? where ! denotes the unique morphism O a A -> 5. This cone gives a functor T a : G a -• P 2 , and T a <I) a = T^O^ for all a, (3. Thus there exists a unique r : P -> P 2 such that PF a = T a . Composing with the domain and codomain functors P 2 -> P we see that T corresponds to a cone 7 : X -• 1 P , so P ~1. D COROLLARY 4. A fibred coproduct of connected simply connected categories is connected and simply connected.
Proof Apply TT\ : Cat -• Gpd which preserves fibred coproducts as it is a left adjoint.
The following examples show that some care must be taken with proposition 9, as various similar statements are false. Let I be the chaotic category (i.e. ^1) with two objects 0 and 1, and Z the additive group of integers considered as a one object category. Then, (0,1)
• Z is an example of a pushout of equivalence relations which is not an equivalence relation. The following shows that a pushout of an equivalence of categories need not be an equivalence:
where the vertical map on the left sends 0 -• 1 to 1 G Z. Finally, the proposition is false for coequalizers as 1 Z| I -> Z 1
shows.
Proof of theorem 3. Let CSC -• Set IP be the full subcategory of connected simply connected presheaves. A representable functor is connected simply connected, its category of elements being a slice category which of course has a terminal object. So the Yoneda functor factors through CSC, H : I -* CSC.
Let F : I -• A be any functor into a category with fibred coproducts. The left Kan extension Lan// F : CSC -• A is given at O by a colimit taken over El(O), which exists by theorem 1. So we get an extension I H » CSC A Any other extension which preserved filtered coproducts would also preserve connected simply connected colimits, and so would be isomorphic to Lan// F, as every presheaf in CSC is such a colimit of representables. The universal property of Kan extension gives the full and faithfulness of the equivalence which expresses the universal property of FibCP(I).
It remains to show that CSC is closed under fibred coproducts. Let (O -• *F a ) be a diagram of connected simply connected presheaves, and let 0 be its fibred coproduct. By proposition 8, E1(0) is the fibred coproduct of YL\Ç¥ a ) over El(O), and corollary 3 tells us that E1(0) is connected simply connected, i.e. 0 is connected and simply connected.
The proof for Po(l) is the same except for one extra fact which we need: the finitely presentable presheaves are precisely the ones whose category of elements are coL-finite. We must show that the functor Since X# preserves all colimits and O is finitely presentable, the top right-hand functor preserves filtered colimits. Constant functors also preserve filtered colimits, and pullbacks of filtered colimits preserving functors are also filtered colimit preserving. The result follows.
